https://slideplayer.com/slide/10647415/
1.The above link is to the video form one of the excellent resources teachers use. It describes the PP
very well including the rubrics and expectations. Your homework is to watch the video and take notes on
what you see and hear. Please also make a list of questions you can ask on the first day of school.

2.Below you will see the three art making forms columns for IB visual Arts students. This summer pick
one medium that you know you will use in your Process Portfolio to experiment with IN DEPTH. When
experimenting with a medium or form, you should come back to school with a basic research study,
which includes the origin of the medium, the history and evolution of the medium, and the chemistry of
the medium. You are not required to do more than one art making column over the summer.

3. After choosing a medium you love and want to investigate further find and artist or two or three who
inspire you to learn more, work in that medium using the techniques, and style the artists uses (mixed
with your own).

4. Conduct a basic who, what, when, where and why on the artist(s) and keep that info in your journal or
on a word doc. Fins and save images of the artists and their works that fuel your inspiration. This is the
foundation of the PP.

5. Time to explore the medium with charts, tables, techniques and or strategies for using the medium.
This could look like the images below: This is pen and ink but could be done with any 2D medium.
Exploring implied texture, contrast and line..pull in E and P pages yes! Yes do this too!

Keep scrolling☺

Value chart graphite/pencil numbers and letters????

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/Acfo2vkNpBDtKcUOwjtUBGyj8FjlQg-qtp96q5rFJaqlimASzELoJ3I/
6 The above link I for Pinterest and watercolor technique / experimentation

Pinterest is an awesome place to find out any art
technique/experimentation/exploring art media etc.. This is
your go- to for how –to or what-to.
7. Once the basics have been explored in a more structured way such as with vocabulary, charts, and
rules etc. Then move on to more experimentation or paying with the media to see what it can do, what
you can make it do, and if you can use it like the artists. Use your imagination. Try crazy things, and
break the rules. This could take anywhere from 4-10 pages in your journal or pad.

8. As you explore and experiment with media, I suggest you do it on your watercolor pad or in your VAJ.

Each time you use the medium take notes of what you did, how you
did it and what your reactions are. What will inform you later? How
does your artists do it? Intertwine the notes by the exploration so you
know what goes with what..numbering works well too. See the
examples if you don’t understand. Remember no two of you will do
this the same way and that is OKAY!

Just more ideas for structured exploration

Starting to loosen up a little and pull in your ideas.

9 As you complete charts and structured info about the media you have chosen begin to use your mind
map and choose something from it to try and incorporate into your experimentation that will later
relate to your process and body of work for the Exhibition. RANDOMENESS EVEN NOW IS NOT A GOOD
THING.

Keep scrolling and see below.:)

Notice how the student started applying the media to a leaf

The images I am showing you now have more of a recognizable subject matter to them. Keep you r mind
map handy and choose items to draw/paint etc that are important to you. Next year we will continue
this and jump into ideas, thumbnails, and process work for completed works.

Keep scrolling/more ideas

keep scrolling/more ideas

